Instructions for Use: LOCATOR CORE TOOL

NOTE: If you have the new LOCATOR Core Tool complete, (Preat order number 8393) start with Step 2. If you have purchased the newly redesigned Male Removal Tool (Preat order number 8397) portion separately, start with Step 1.

1. Replace the previous curved Male Removal Tool portion of the LOCATOR Core Tool with the new tip (8397), adding it to the Core Tool's existing middle (Male Seating Tool) and end (Abutment Driver) sections. Tighten all 3 pieces together.

2. Loosen the new (8397) male removal tool a full 3 turns counter clockwise (you will see a visible gap).

3. To remove

   g; simply insert the new tip into the cap/male assembly and push straight in to the bottom of the nylon male. Then tilt the tool so that the sharp edge of the tip will grab hold of the male and pull it out of the cap.

4. To discard the nylon male from the new tip on the Core Tool; point the tool down and away from you and tighten the new Male Removal Tool clockwise until the pin clicks into place.

5. Separate the male removal tool section from the LOCATOR Core Tool and use the Male Seating Tool end of the remaining two sections to place a new nylon male into the empty titanium metal housing.
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